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Eulerian graphs are sh,own to be characterized by being connected with each edge in an odd 
number of circuits, as cornpar& with the traditional characrterization having each cutset contain 
an even number of edges. This result is proved in the general context of binary matroids, and 
the intriguing sort of duality present is analyzed using s~tactical duality principles. 
IlhOdUCtiOll 
This paper stems from a strikingly simple, yet apparently unnoticed characteri- 
zation of Eulerian: A connected graph is Eulerian if and arnly if each edge is 
contained in an odd number of circuits. While this is not difficult to prove-the 
‘only if’ direction occurs in [4] and the ‘if’ direction can be lifted cleanly from the 
proof of our Theorem in Section 3-we wish simultaneously to prove it in the 
proper context of binary matroids and to relate it to similar phenomena by the use 
of the syntactical approach of [l] and [Z]. 
This ‘odd’ characterization is particularly interesting in comparison with a 
well-known one: A comected graph is Etierian if and only if each cutset contains 
an even number of edges. (In other terms, a connected graph is Eulerian if and 
only if all the columns in its circuits matrix contain odd numbers of ones, and if 
and only if all the rows of its cutset matrix contain even numbers.) 
Comparison of these circuit and cutset formulations suggests the possibility of a 
previously-unnoticed dimension to the traditional circuit/cu*mt duality in graph 
theory as is stesssed in Wilson’s text [S] (whose terminology and notation we shall 
follow). Namely, it suggests further interchanging ‘odd’ with ‘even’ and ‘contained 
in’ with ‘contains’. It is not impossible that such phenomena could be overlooked 
within :a worked-over topic: such as graph duality, because successful treatments 
have been at the expense of changing the intended scope: either marrowing it to 
planar graphs or widening it to matroids. 
Thus a second goal of this paper is to examine the extent to which these 
intimations of a new duality can be explained using traditional duality. The next 
section introduces our approach and illustrates it for the simpler task of ch*arac- 
ter&g those grappls in which every edge is contained in a unique circuit. Indeed, 
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taking a common approach shows a sense of s~knilariity between this, being 
Ellleri~. and being bridgeless. Whether this triple analogy GUI be extended is 
discid briefly at the ends of Sections 2 and 3, the latter instaince being an 
A MA step in our analysis is suggested by the “matroid uality principle’ (MDP) 
of [1]: 
(3Xe %$)(Vx EX- e)p(xb e (VX’E 9,)(3x E X- e)F(x), (2.1) 
tiere (I! is & &&a.ry edge .of a g&n graph, %= is the family of ail circuits 
containing e, @ is the family of all cutsets cuntaining e, and p(x) is any property 
meani@u~ fiir edges w&h the ‘soi@’ restikti~n that it does not directly mention X. 
This ~@valence was view& in [I? as the fundamental relationship in matroid 
duality and so is a verybasic fact of graph duality. The MDP immediately implies 
the folkwing: 
, (br,)(3X~ %?,)(Vx E X- e)P(x) M (Ve)(VX E S&,)(3x EX- e)P(x). (2 2) 
‘TM ‘suggests rewriting the two previouslymentioned characterizations of 
E&rian as 
(Ve)(3O@XE %&)(Vx E X- e)(x = x) (2.3) 
and 
(Ve)(_VXE B,,)(px E X- e)(x = x) (2.4) 
respectively, with the obvious interpretation of the 30dd quant$er. This reformu- 
lation has, the ,dmble, advantsqpe ,oE inwxpcm#ing the odd/even and contained 
in/cm&ins .interchmges while& emphasizing the quantikational pattern shown in 
[I] a.xtd extendedk[3]. -, - . . 1_I 
Notice that if we alscxkterpret P(x) in (2.2) as meaning simply x = x, then the 
FWL ci~~~~~.Ients thereeaeh characWze being bridgeless; i.e., each edge b&g in a 
circuit. SimWrly,. if the existential quantifiers 3 an!d SM are replaced with 3! 
(titeppreted as “there exists exactly one”), then the two statements 
(Ve)(3! XE $JVx E X- e)(x = x) (2.5) 
and 
(Ve)(VXE 9J3! x E X- e)(jt = x) (2.6) 
each seem to characterize ;gaphs in which each edge is in a uniciue circuit. Thus 
the re~atkmship be~een .the Eulerian characterizations (2.3) and (2.4) is par& 
lekkfor these simpkr~,c0n~ts. I ! " I -)_ s , L 
I BYe b-2 gk- by show& the @uivailenw of (2.5) with (2.6) using the MDP; the 
prcof of “he Eulerian CharacWzation will use a similar method, only with a 
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stronger duality principle. We first show (2.5) to be equivalent to 
(Ve)(3Xdff~)(Vx~X--e)[(VY~ %&(3y E Y-x)(y = e)] 
in Lemma 1 below. But (2.7) is equivalent to 
(%$(31X E c&,)(Vx E X - e)[(3Y c SQ(Vy E Y - x)(y = e)] 
(2.7) 
by applying the MDP (2.1) to the portion of (2.7) within the brackets, and this is 
in turn equivalent to 
(Ve)(VX e $)(3x c X- e)[(3 Y c 9JVy E Y - x)(y = e)] (2.8) 
using the weakened form (2.2) of the MDP with the bracketed portion playing the 
role of p(x). Finally, (2.8) is equivalent to (2.6) by Lemma 2 below. 
tearman 1. (25) is equiualent o (2.7). 
PH& First suppose (2.5): that each edge is in a unique circuit. Suppose e is 
given and le*t C be the unique circuit containing e. We need to show that 
(VX E C - e)(VY E C&,)(e E Y). So suppose f~ C- e and c’ E %$, toward showing 
e E C’. ‘If e$ C’, then the symmetric difference C@C’ would contain a circuit 
containing e but not If and so a second circuit in Ce,, contradicting (2.5). Thus, 
e&‘. 
Conversely, suppose (2.7) and suppose C1, C+ (?& with, by (2.7), 
(VxECl- e)(VYE q&e E Y), towards proving C1 = C,. If C1 # C2, then there 
would be an f~ C,- Cz and so we could choose YE %f to be contained inside 
C,$, Cz and so e $ Y, contradicting th,e choice of C1 c El 
Learmap 2. (2.6) is eqwiualent o (2.8). 
Proof. First suppose (2.6): that each cutset has size two. Suppose e and DE $ 
are given, with D = {e,f). Taking x=f and Y=D shows @YE@)(VYEY-- 
f)(y = e), and so (2.8). 
Conversely, suppose (2.8) and suppose e, fe D E 9~~ where f is chosen as in 
(2.8) so there exists D’E Bf such that (Vy E D’- f)(y = e). Thus D’ c (e, fl E fi, 
and so D = {e, A. El 
This concludes the proof that (2.5) is cqu’ lralent o (2.6) and illustrates our plan 
for the next section: We shall prove (2.3) equivalent to (2.4) by reformulating 
each SO as to illustrate a syntactical duality principle,, s we used (2.2) above. This 
will show that the observed duality phenomenon is, to that extent, explained by 
the duality principle. Further insight can be gained from the more general 
question of the equivalence 
(Ve)(?X E %JVx E X - e)(x = x) W (Ve)(VX E S&)(3% E X - eNx = ~9 
(2.9 
&cause of the odd nature of (2.3) and (2.4); a more speciaked iool is needed 
than the MDP. The proper strengthening seems to be the ‘binary duality princi- 
pk’ (3DP)of [2]:. aqmactical du@y principIe which chaxacterizes binary 
r@roidsar&o fits graph theory more ciose~y. Weakened by disM%ting unker- 
sa! quantiks over the cq&&ence, thisstates the equivalence raf 
’ . 
(v)(zcdr~ XnE=Ej(v~dc-IE)P(x) (3.1) ^ , 
with 
(VE)(‘dX E 91’: X n E odd)(3x E X- E)P(x) (3.2) 
where E can bc any lIonempty set. of edges,. %+ is the family of all. edge-disjoint 
unbns of circuits, 9+ is the family of adl edge-disjoint unions of cutsets, and a(x) 
is any property meaningfuI for edges with Qe sole restriction that it does not 
directly mention X We shall caU members of V+ and 9”’ cites and segs 
respectively, a; in [2]. Let C(x,, . . . , q,) be the number of circuits which contain 
all of x1, l . . , x,,,: hence (2.3) simply says (Ve)(C(e) is odd). For each edge e, let 
R, =@ (ct, U{e}. @Me that @,4$ ={I:: CC-t;‘x) is odd).) .AMough the following 
theoremk stated- in the context of wary matroids, we dhoose to continue calling 
the elements ‘edges’ and the cocircuits ‘cutsets’. 
a _% faring am equtilen!t for ull bbwy matmids: 
(i) (Ve)(VX fz 9+: X n K odd)[3x cE X - R&x 7” x); that is, e&t R, meets each 
cc&set (or, eqkwkntly, each seg) etznly. 
(ii1 @re)(ur~q+::XnR,=:%~.~~EX-_)(x#x); that is, ieuch .R, is a ck. 
iGil Every edge is wnWd iman odd number of &a&s. 
64 EVW.Y cutsed tmmins alt vn qwatt?,?, of edges, c 
b&f. We shall show (i) *(ii) $ (i$) 3 (iv) $(i). Tlie first of these implications 
f&m from r:the harder direction of) the eq&vaFencq of (3.1) with (3.2), and so 
from the BD3? of [2]. 
MYI ‘p tirrprxxz (@I and kt e FM: given; Since & and @ %?= are both circs and 
& == 6 %‘e LJ@), we must have c E @ %= and so C(e) must be odd. 
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Now suppose (iii) and let D be any cutset (or seg). Since every circuit intersects 
D evenly, the sum c C(e) over all e ED will count each circuit an even number of 
timesi, and so the sum will be even. By (iii), each term is odd, so there must be an 
even number of terms, thereby showing D to be even. 
For the final leg of the proof, suppose (iv) and suppose e and D E 9’ are given. 
If ef! D, then D n & = D n (@ %= U(c)) = D n@ %$ is even by binarity. So sup- 
pose: e! E D and D n N, is odd, arguing toward a contradiction so as to prove (i). 
SayD=(e&,..., fk), where e and allI fi are distinct and, by (iv), k is odd. Since 
(D nl&)-e is even, :c C(e, fi) is even and so at least one of the k tams must be 
even; for conciseness,, say C(e, fi) is even. Let D2 be any cutset containing e but 
not fi (assuming, for the moment, that such a choice is possibie). Say I))2 = 
1 R e, 1 1, . . . , p;kg} where e and all gi are distinct and, by (iv), k’ is odd. Since 
C(e, fil) = c C(e, fi, g,:r is even, at least one of the k’ terms must be even; for 
conciseness, say C(e, _fI, gl) is even. Let I& be any cutset containing e but neither 
fr nor gl, etc. Continue this process until cutset Di cannot be chosen. We would 
then have i elements fi, g,, . . . which together with e form a circuit, and so 
C(e, fn, g 1, . . .) = 1. But we would also have C(e, fi, g,, . . J even, -producing the 
desireld contradiction. 0 
C3m 1. A connected graph is Eulerian if and only if each edge is in an o&l 
number of circuits. 
The proof of the theorem also suggests the importance of the binary relation on 
edges which says that they are in an odd number of common circuits. Indeed, (ii) 
itself !provides an interesting characterization. 
C:a 2. A connected graph is Eulerian if and only if for every edge e, the set 
EC of edges induces a subgraph with Eulerian components. 
One a.dvantage of working in the more abstract realm of binary matroids is 
being able to appeal to matroidal duality (Sections 31, 32 of [S]) to produce the 
following. 
UZoroMary 3. A grap!lt is bipartite if and only if every edge ts in an odd number of 
cutsets. 
We conclude with the remark that the theorem can be applied in the more 
general context of Section 2 to the question of the equivalence of (2.3) with (2.4), 
(or, more generally, of (2.9)) when x =x is replaced with an arbitrary property 
P(x) as in (2.2). Surprisingly, nothing is gained by this apparent gencralizatiorl 
since the only way either equivalent could hold is to have P(X) hold for all x ancl 
so be: equivalent with x = x. 
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arid 
(Ve)cPX 45 ~~,,)~Vx c X-- e)P(x) :$ (Vx)P(x) 
(Ve)(VX cz a:, W3C 9~ E x1- e ji&) I $ (Vk)P(i). 
.“’ 
2 
I ” 
Fmbf. E;of t.bi’ks$ &wxSe the IFft, side bolils in graph G am3 sup&e e is an 
arbi,mr ,edgoof 9. ~I$~~ be. the &b~h$kned by $6 edges atisfying P(x) 
and- xi, k lf ‘GP ,we&J&leria.u~ &en &‘wo& ‘be the$aph G$ formed by adding 
to the subgra$r GP $ c & en&eIy he& ch&i&&mg the endpoints ‘df e. But then 1). 
by ‘the ‘f&&em, k’ %&&be ‘m an &id number of circu& in G$ and so an even 
nur&er in GP + i, +wIe the _&sum&left side de&ds e be in an odd number in 
GP + e. Titus GP is n&t E&e&m and so, agak by the theorem, {GP must contain an I 
dge f tihich is in an even nun&r ef cicuitsin GP. But the azqmption demands 
that (3”ddx Eg&x E XL fi&); ’ and $ti there must e&t a circuit, all of whose 
edges ati& P(x), yet which is -not i&lud@ in Gp tie&e be must have P(e), and 
so tic havk shovirn ‘W&(x). ’ . ’ t ’ 
To *move:‘the skmnd part of Corollary 4, assume it&eft ‘&de and suppose is 
given. For any D E a, we have (3-x ED - e)P(x), so theire is some fe D - e 
such that S(f). Also, (3&x E D - f)!(x), s&gain P(e). 0 
Note that since 3! is stronger than 3&, we can replace the latter by the former 
in Corollary 4, or indeed by 3’ whenever S contains only odd numbers. Hence, as 
at the enOl of section 2, it is very possible that the only instance of (2.9) with P(x) 
in place of x = x of any additional interest is that given as (2.2). 
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